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Abstrict: This pap3 addresses the real-time requirement of 
video wateniiarkuig and propses a new improved DEW-based 
algorillmi; which employs two measutes to improve the DEW 
algoritlun's perfoniimcc. One is using the ratio of energy 
difl'ercnce to total energy RD to replace energy difference D as 
pancm to anbed Inlie1 bits. The other is that the selection of 
cmbedduig cut-off indes c doesn't need that both Ic-sitbnegions 
.-1 and B have enough energy. The esperiniental results show 
that ulc improved algorithm performs better on waternwk's 
visual quality unnpacf, capacity and robustness than tlie original 
DEW algorithm. 
Kc? words: Video Watmarkhig, Real-time, Iniproved 
IIitYerailltial Eiierg>> Watennarking (IDEW), DEW 

I .  Introduction 
As a main method for copyright protection of digital 

video data, video watermarking has gradually becoine a 
focus. However, unlike stiil image, video watennarking 
teclinology must meet the reat-time requirementti]. In 
order to iileet the real-time requirement. the complexity of 
the watermarking algorithm should obviously be as low 
as possible. 

Moreover. if the watermark can be inserted directly 
into ihe compressed stream, this will prevent f d l  
decompression and recoinpression and consequently, it 
will reduce computational needs. This philosophy llas led 
to the design of very siinple watermarking scl~nies .  
However. nearly each coinpressed' video watermarking 
iiietliod has its own disadvantages, such as high 
c~mnplesity['~"~~. low payload. less robus tnes~[~ '~"~~  and 
visual artifacts'?' etc. The differential energy 
\Giteriark!n (DEW) algorithm proposed by 
Langelaa$'.9Fsee~ns to overcome these disadvantages and 
promising to be the best choice for real-time 
uaterinarking. But its disadvantages .still exist, such as 
less robustness. As represented in figure I4 in [lO], the 
bit errors. can increase to 21% if the video bit-rate is 
decreased by 38%. 

.In order to improve the three performance criteria. we 
propose two improved measures as fotlows: . Use rntic .%of enclrg?, diJJerence to total energy Ro to 

replace energv dfferetrce D as padem to embed label 
bits. 

The scteclion o f  embedding cut-off index c doesn't 
need that both Ic-slibregions A and B have enough 
enere .  Only one of tllem. A or B (whose selection 
depends on tlle sign of the embedded bit), needs to 
l w e  sufficient energy. 

,We consider t h t  these measures c3n improve the 
11-aterinark's robustness. visual quality . impact and 
capacily. In this paper we will present'the improved 

I 

scheme and an evaluation of its performance. For 
describing easily, we call the improved inethod as the 
D E W  algorithm. 

Thus paper is organized as folloms. In Section 1 a brief 
introduction to the problem is given and two ineasures are 
proposed to improve the DEW algorithm. In Section 2. . 
the DEW algorithm is briefly described and the improved 
scheme is explained in detail. In Section 3, the 
experiment results are presented. In Section 4. the 
conclusions are drawn. 

2. The Improved DEW algorithm 
2.1. Review of the DEW algorithm 

The DEW algorithm embeds watermark bits into an 
MPEG stream by enforcing energy difference between 
certain groups of 8 x  8 DCT blocks of the I-fmnies to 
represent either a '1' or a '0' watermark bit. The'energy 
difference is enforced by selectively removing high 
frequency components from the DCT blocks. 

The fact that a watennark is added only by removing 
coefficients has two advantages. One is that the DEW 
algorithm has onlv half the complexity of other 
coefficient domain watermarking algorithms. The other is 
that removing coefficients will always make the 
watermarked compressed video stream smaller in size 
than the unwatemrked video stream. 

2.2. The Improved DEW algorithm 
Comparing with the original DEW .algoritlm the 

improved method emplovs two nieasures. Firstly it uses . 
ratio of energy diflerence tu toto1 a?e>gv Ro to replace 
errergv ciflerence D (used in the DEW algoritlmi) as 
pattern to embed label bits. Secondly tlie selection of 
embedding cut-ofl index c doesn't need that both /c- 
subregions A and E have enough energy. Only one of 
them, -4 or B, needs to have sufficient energy. The 
following subsections will give a detailed description 

2.2.1. The ratio of energy. difference to total. In the 
el?taction procedure of DEW algoritlun. to find the cut- 
off index, a value of the enforced energy difference D' i s  
chosen and never changes in spite of any homle or 
nonhostile attack. A label bit cannot be extracted 
correctly if the extl-action cut-off index is smalIer tlmn the 
embedding cut+& index (i e.. c,,lrocl < cenrbcd ). If h e  
reepcoding attack happens, some ACcoefficients at lugh 
frequency are quantized to zero. If the value of D' 
remains uncllanged. the estnction cut-off indes must be 
snmller than the embedding cut-off index So the 
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estraction must result in more bit errors. It could be 
testified by Figure 1. wluch shows the block-average 
energy difference calculated by removing the coefficients 
of Lena and its attacked copy (Qiralip10) in one 
subregion of each Ic-region after cut-off index, Assuining 
the nuniber of blocks is 32 and the value of D is set at 6, 
the block-average enerD difference could be calculated 
as 0.19. t k  cut-off indes emacted from the original 
image is 34, however the cul-ofrindex exlracled from lle 
attacked copy (Q=10) is 8. which ~ i u y  result in bit error. 

I n  order to iiliniinize the bit errors. the ex?raction cut- 
OK index iuust approach tlie embedding cut-off index, 
Tlis can be satisfied if tlie enforced energy difference D 
could be self-adapted in tenns of the practical total energy. 
However this can be hardly done because the.enforced 
energy difference D' is only chosen once by experience 
(i.e.. needs nlay experiments test in tlie DEW dgoritlun). 
Considering the total encrgy, we define RD as ratio of 
engrgv diflerrnce to totd energy. SO that: 

(1) 

H; lrpresents wlut percentage of energy should be 
enforced in an Ic-region. In Figure 2 an example is given 
of RD calculated by removing tlie coefficients of Lena and 
its attacked copy (Q=lO) in one subregion of each Ic- 
region after cut-off index. Although the image is 
conipressed with v e v  low quality @=lo), the curve stifl 
approaches closely to tlie origin. If the extraction ratio 
I?;, is chosen as a certain value. the cut-off index 
ewacted from t l ie attacked copy is very close to that 
'gained from tlle original image. In Fijpre 2 if Rb is set at 
0.001. the cut-off index ehTracted from the attacked copy 
is 13. which is only one less than that gained from the 
origin. 

D 
R, = 

Ic=o -I- EB Ic=o 

c (Cu:~uf mdek) 

Figure I .  Block-average energy difference of Lena 
dependent on cut-off index 

Using the ratio of encrgy difference to totat energy RD 
to rrplace energy difference D has two advantages. Firstly, 
it can avoid the bit errors w-luch are introduced during 
eiribcdding process because the image (or I-frame) Ius 
not enough energy content to make certain energy 
di€ference. Although tlie Ratio RD keeps unchanged. the 
enforced energy difference varies in proportion to the 

total energy. So the case that the image has insufficient 
energy content to make certain energy difference never 
occurs Secondly, it can 1ower.the bit errors which are 
introduced during extraction process because of the 
distortion of the watermarked frame due to attacks. Using 
Ratio RD can decrease the cut-off i d e s  daerence 
between extracted from the attacked copy and from the 
'original image. 

. . . . . . . .  ............................ . . . . .  
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Figure 2. Ratio of energy difference to total energy of 
Lena dependent on cut-off index 

8x8 rewantized DCTs 

I 1 
E4(35)=725>D=500 E8(35)=I 846 
EA ( 3  6 ) =  1 0 0 
E,4(37)=0  E8(37)=  I 4 6  

EB(36)=1746>0=500 

' I  I 
EA( 6 3 )=O EB( 63 )=O 
Figure 3. Embedding a label bit in an Ic-region of n=2 

DCT blocks. 

2.2.2. The selection of embedding cut-off index. In the 
DEW algorithm. the cut-off i d e s  c is dependent on the 
energy difference. Its selection needs that both subregions 
A and B have energy larger than the reguired difference D. 
as tlmt: 

(2) 

The key issue of the selection is keeping the energy 

c(c,,,i,?n,D) = ITL~s{c,,?I~~x{~ E E1.63) I 
(E,(g,n) > D)&&(E,(g , f i )  > D ) ) )  

- 
difference between subregion .4 and B larger than the 
desired difference. 3ut it doesn't really need that both 
subregions have energy larger thm the required 
difference D. Our selection of cut-off index is presented 
as : 

IF (bj=O) THEN 
c(cmh,n,D] =niastmi,,,mask ~10,63}I(E~lg,n)>D)j) 
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ELSE 
C(C ,,,," ;n,D1=iiias~,,,,max:k~10,63) I(E&,n)>D)JJ 

(3)  
These c m  also meet the desired difference. Thc e:r;traction 
cut-off indes could be found according to Eq. (4), which 
is tlic same as [lie DEW algoritllm. 

(4) 

The new embedding method has the same effect on the 
robustness as the DEW method, but it performs better on 
visual quality impact. This can be testified by the 
folIowing esampke. which is illustrated in Figure 3 .  If the 
embedded bit is I. for the DEW fl,'ethod, the embedding 
cut-off i d e s  is 35: while for the improved method, the 
enlbedding cutdf index is 36. 

(n,D' = niasjtnayi E {l,h3) I E,(g,n) r D' 1, 
inas g E {1,63] 1 E,@, n) r D' 1 1 

clerl?vch 

2.2.3. The embedding & extraction proceduie. The 
embedding process is described as the following steps: 

Shuffle all luminance DCT blocks of an image or 
I-frame pseudorandomly 
Choose some global Paraineters (R,,. n) 
For all labe1 bits bj in label string L Do 

The n blocks constitute an lc-region. Choose 
nl2 blocks to constitute A-subregion, another 
n12 to constitute 3-subregion 

9 Calculate the practical cut-off index c for each 
IC-region: 

IF (bj=O) THEN 
c(cnli,,n,D) = tilax kmin,iiiaxg E {0,63) I (E,.,(g.ii) > D)]  1 
ELSE 

c(c, ~*, n, D )  = niax km Ln, ~ R X  g E 1053) [(E,&, n) > 0) 1 } 
where D == R~ x (E,  + IC*) . 
IF (4, =0) THEN discard components of area B in 
S(c); IF c:bj = I )  THEN discard components of 
area A in X(c) 
Shuffle all Iu~nimnce DCT blocks back to their 
original locations 
estraction process is described as the following 

Shuffle all 8 x 8 luminance DCT blocks of an 
image or I-frame pseudorandomly 
Choose tb: extraction ratio Rb 
For all label bits bj in label string L Do 

The n blocks constitute an IC-region. Choose 
n/2 blocks to constitute A-subregion, another 
n/2 to constitute B-subregion 
Cahulaie the practical cut-off index c for each 

cexfrOc~n, D' ) = max {ma?& E 11,631 I EA (g,n) :> D' }, 
IC-region: 

ma~g~( I ,63 ) IE~CB,n , iD '}~  
wlleere D' == R; wA + E, 1. 
9 Calculate nuniber difference: 

tF (.U' > 0 )  THEN b,-O ELSE bJ= 1. 
D' = EA (c,,,,, > n) - E, (catr,, , n) 

3. Experiment and discussion 
We lest the D E W  algorithm lo see ils perfonnance in 

terms of watermark's visual quality impact, capacie and 
robustness. The "flower-garden" video sequence Is used 
as test sequence The sequence lasts 5 seconds. has a size 
of 352x240 pixels, is coded with 30 fps, has a GOP- 
length of 15 and contains P-. B- and I-frames. This 
sequence coded at different bit-rates (148. 222, 278: 3 14, 
389: 518, 667, 833> IOOO? 1055 and 1148 kbit/s) is used 
for all experiments in the following parts. For the DEW 
algorithm, the embedding enforced energy difference is 
set at 21315 (i.e.. 0=21315), the minimal c u t 4  point is 
set at 5 (i.e., Cm,,=6) and the extraction enforced energy 
difference is set at 533 (Le,: 0'=533). For the IDEW 
algorithm. the embedding ratio of energy difference to 
total energy is set at 0.002 (i.e., R, =0.002 ): the 
minimal cutoff point is set at 6 (i.e., Cm,=6) and the 
extraction number difference ratio is set at 0.00005 (i.e.: 
Rb = 0.00005 ). 

The visual quality is assessed objectively by 
calculating the time-averaged PSIVR value. The P S M  
curve of the IDEW algorithm i s  above the curve of the 
DEW algorithm. An example of such behavior of the 
PSNR curves is shown in Figure 4. For the IDEW 
algorithm, the embedding ratio of energy difference to 
total' energy is set at 0.002 (i.e., R, = 0.002 ) +  For the 
DEW algorithm the Enforced energy difference is 
calcdaled by eq. (5 ) .  

Figure 4 shows that the IDEW algoritIun p e r f o m  better 
in visual quality than the DEW algorithm 

The watermark capacity is determined by the number 
of 8 x 8 DCT blocks that are used to embed one label bit. 
The label bit-rate is in inverse proportion to n. Doubhg n 
could halve the label bit-rate. As n increases, the value of 
PSNR increases too, and the watermark is more robust (i.e. 
less Bit errors). The results of the experimnts are 
presented in Table 1. It shows the algorithm could get a 
high PSNR (above 37.5db) when the number of blocks is 
set above 16. To compare with the DEW algoritIlm we 
applied the DEW algorithm to the sequence coded at 
different bit-rates. The result: is listed in Table 2. It 
appears that the IDEW have better performances in both 
label bit-rate and bit errors. The D E W  algorithm could 
get a double label bit-rate, but introduces fewer bit errors. 

We test the watermark robustness by reencoding the 
watermarked stream at a lower bit rate and measuring the 
Bit Errors of the watermark. The sequence is encoded at 
1.148 Mbit/s a d  watermarked. Hereafter, the 
watermarked video sequence is tramcoded at different 
lower bit rates. The bit errors introduced by decreasing 
the bit-mte are represented in Figure 5. Although having a 
b double labe1 bit-rate of the DEW algorithm, the IDEW 
algorithm performs much better on robustness. If the 
video bit-rate is decksed to 833 Kbitls, about 17% label 
bit errors are introduced by DEW, while only 10.8% by 
DEW. As the bit-rate decreases, the gap behveen bit 
errors introduced by DEW and that by IDEW widens 

D = RD (EA Icx0 + EB 1 (3 
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more. As the bit-rate decreases below 667 Kbit/s, the 
, DEW algoritlun could lvtrdly extract r h  label bits. 

Tabte 1, Time-averaged PSNR, percentage label bit 
errors and label bit-rate for “flower-garden” coded at 
1.148Mbit/s, when Number of blocks per bit is set 
different value. 

Table 2. Number of blocks per bit, number of bits 
discarded by the watermarking process, percentage label 
bit errors and label bit-rate for the sequence coded at 
different bit-rates. Watermarked using the IDEW algorjthm 
and the DEW algorithm 
I 1 Video 

37 I. i 

L k S W  

Figure 4. PSNR of first 10 I-frames in watermarked 
“flower-garden” video 

4. Conclusion 
In our work. two measures are proposed to improve 

the DEW algorithm’s performance. We have presented 
the results of our investigarion on the performance of the 
improved dgoritlun and the origiM1 DEW dgoritlm in 
tlree performance criteria, namely payload, robustness 
mid visual quality. Based on tliese results we can draw the 
conclusion that the improved algoritlun perfom better 

on watermark’s visual quality impact, capacity and 
robustness than the DEW algorithm. 

Figure 5. Bit errors after transcoding a watermarked 
1.148 Mbiffs ‘flower-garden” video sequence at a lower 
bit-rate, watermarked using the IREW algorithm and the 
DEW algorithm. 
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